The motor domain determines the large step of myosin-V
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Class-V myosin proceeds along actin filaments with large (∼36 nm) steps 1–3. Myosin-V has two heads, each of which consists of a motor domain and a long (23 nm) neck domain. In accordance with the widely accepted lever-arm model 4, it was suggested that myosin-V steps to successive (36 nm) target zones along the actin helical repeat by tilting its long neck (lever-arm) 3. To test this hypothesis, we measured the mechanical properties of single molecules of myosin-V truncation mutants with neck domains only one-sixth of the native length. Our results show that the processivity and step distance along actin are both similar to those of full-length myosin-V. Thus, the long neck domain is not essential for either the large steps or processivity of myosin-V. These results challenge the lever-arm model. We propose that the motor domain and/or the actomyosin interface enable myosin-V to produce large processive steps during translocation along actin.

Structural studies of myosin in crystal 5, 6 and solution 7, 8 have shown that the neck domain length does not affect the velocity 12–15. On the basis of these findings, a lever-arm model has been proposed, in which the neck domain acts as a lever-arm and the movement is proportional to the displacement and the velocity of myosin. However, not all of the results are consistent with this model; some investigators have shown that the displacement 10, 11 and velocity 11, 12 are proportional to the neck domain length, but others have shown that the neck domain length does not affect the velocity 12–15. Myosin-V, which has a long neck domain (two to three times as large as those of conventional myosin-II), moves on an actin filament for a long distance with many successive large steps (∼36 nm) without dissociating from actin, called processive
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movement. The large steps and processivity of myosin-V make it possible to determine the displacement and movement of individual myosin-V molecules more directly and precisely. We thus studied the mechanism of myosin movement using myosin-V and its truncation mutants.

We constructed a chimaera of the head region of myosin-V attached to the chicken smooth-muscle myosin rod, in which five out of six calmodulin-binding ‘IQ-domains’ (IQ-motifs) in the neck region were truncated (M5IQ1rod; Fig. 1a). The actin translocating velocity, which is driven by multiple M5IQ1rods bound to a glass surface (surface assay), was $0.30 \pm 0.10 \mu \text{m s}^{-1}$ (± standard deviation; $n = 132$). This was similar to previously reported actin velocities driven by wild-type myosin-V (ref. 1) and recombinant myosin-V fragments—HMM and S1—fully-equipped with six IQ-motifs. For control experiments, a M5IQ6rod containing six intact IQ-motifs, a long neck of myosin-V, and a smooth-muscle myosin rod was also constructed (Fig. 1b). M5IQ1rods and M5IQ6rods were co-polymerized into 5–8-μm filaments with rabbit skeletal-muscle myosin rods. During the co-polymerization,
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**Figure 1** Structure of the deletion mutant of myosin-V (M5IQ1rod). a, Diagram of the M5IQ1rod (top). The M5IQ1rod consists of the two deletion heads of myosin-V (a motor domain plus one IQ-motif for each head (ΔS-1)) and the long coiled-coil tail (rod) of chicken smooth-muscle myosin. Rotary-shadowed electron microscopic images of M5IQ1rods (lower left). Negatively stained images of M5IQ1rods interacting with actin filaments (lower right). Myosins interacted with actin filaments in assay buffer containing approximately 5 mM ATP, then the assay buffer was rapidly replaced by staining solution. The arrows indicate M5IQ1rod molecules interacting with actin filaments. Scale bars indicate 50 nm. b, Diagram of the M5IQ6rod (M5IQ6 contains six intact IQ-motifs). c, Rotary-shadowed electron microscopic images of myosin-V HMM (see b) (left) and negatively stained images of its complexes with actin filaments (right). The negatively stained images, taken under the same conditions as those in a, were consistent with those of myosin-V HMM previously reported.

we incubated the skeletal-muscle myosin rods at larger molar excess than for the M5IQ1rods or M5IQ6rods to ensure that only a few M5IQ1rods or M5IQ6rods were included in each cofilament. Cofilaments were sparsely adsorbed onto the surface of a pedestal made on a glass surface as previously described.

We observed the mechanical events of single M5IQ1rods and M5IQ6rods at 2 mM ATP. Figure 3a and b show typical recordings of the displacements of M5IQ1rods and M5IQ6rods, respectively. Displacements occurred in steps (Fig. 3a, b, arrows). Most of the displacements of both myosins took place in one direction (defined as forward). In the ‘falling’ phase, many (~60%) of the displacements abruptly returned to zero displacement without steps (Fig. 3a left, b), indicating that the myosin dissociated from the actin filament, while others returned to zero in a stepwise fashion (Fig. 3a, right). The start position of the displacement cannot be determined because it is randomized owing to the thermal motion of the beads. Therefore, the size of the first step was determined by averaging many steps, in which the start position was averaged to be zero displacement (insets to Fig. 3a left and b). The averaged size of the first step was 25 nm for a M5IQ1rod and 20 nm for a M5IQ6rod. The start positions of the second and third steps could be determined (Fig. 3a, b), so the size of individual steps was measured directly. Figure 3c shows a histogram of the step size of a M5IQ1rod in the forward and backward directions (the first steps were not included). The mean sizes of the forward and backward steps were both approximately 35 nm. Most of the backward steps took place in
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**Figure 2** Single-molecule measurement of displacements. a, Diagram of the measurement system for displacements. b, Fluorescence images (with corresponding diagrams) of a cofilament (top) and Cy3 nucleotides bound to M5IQ1rod in the cofilament (bottom); see text. A single M5IQ1rod molecule was incorporated into a cofilament.
the falling phase, that is, passively (Fig. 3c, grey bars), but a small number of backward steps developed against the force owing to the optically trapped bead (Fig. 3c, black bars). The ratio of forward steps to backward steps that developed against the force (Fig. 3c, black bars) was 10:1. We observed 56 displacements in which two successive 35-nm steps took place against the trap force in the forward direction, but we never observed such a displacement in the backward direction.

Figure 3 shows a histogram of dwell times between the adjacent forward steps of a M5IQ1rod. The mean dwell time for forward steps was 0.11 s. The velocity of forward displacements calculated as (mean step size)/(mean dwell time) was equal to 320 nm s\(^{-1}\). This value was consistent with that in the surface-gliding assay for a M5IQ1rod. The dwell times for the last steps were not included because the optical trap force stalled the movement of the M5IQ1rod (Fig. 3a, b).

The step size, processivity, and the dwell time of a M5IQ6rod were all similar to those of a M5IQ1rod (Fig. 3b). The step sizes (35 nm) of M5IQ1rods and M5IQ6rods were consistent with that of wild-type myosin-V (refs 1, 3). The result clearly indicates that the large lever-arm length of myosin-V is not a determinant of its large step size. The M5IQ6rod underwent backward steps similarly to the M5IQ1rod. Backward steps have been reported for wild-type myosin-V (refs 1, 3) as well.

A maximum number of three processive steps was observed; back steps were sometimes observed. Therefore, it could be argued that the large noise in Fig. 3a and b is caused by the thermal forwards and backwards bouncing motion of the actin filament when it is released from myosin, so the myosin just binds to appropriate monomers presented in the correct orientation every 36 nm. This might be the case, if the load is nearly zero, but the trapping force exerted on the myosin was large in our assay. Because the trap stiffness was 0.02 pN nm\(^{-1}\), if the starting position is zero displacement, the force increases from 0 to 0.4 pN at the first step, from 0.4 to 1.1 pN at the second step and from 1.1 to 1.6 pN at the third step. The energy required for generating the fourth step, if possible, is given as 35 nm \((1.8 + 2.5) \text{ pN} \times 2 = 75 \text{ pN} \cdot \text{nm}^{-1}\). This value is consistent with the kinetic analyses for myosin-V with six IQ motifs\(^{13,15,16,23}\).

Furthermore, the probability that two successive 35-nm steps are thermally produced against the force of over 1 pN in one direction is extremely small: less than \(\exp(-35 \text{ nm per step} \times 2 \text{ steps} \times 1 \text{ pN/} k_B T) = 10^{-8}\). We observed two such successive 35-nm steps 56 times, but only in the forward direction. Thus, the observed steps must be actively caused using the energy from ATP hydrolysis. The noise in Fig. 3a and b can be explained by the large compliance (1/stiffness) of the bead–actin filament junction\(^2\). That is why the noise did not decrease much when the myosin attached to an actin filament.

Many (more than 3) processive steps of wild-type myosin-V have been observed\(^1\). This would not be because the wild-type myosin-V was used, but because the load was low (the load was controlled to be relatively small (1 pN) using feedback-enhanced optical trapping nanometry). A wild-type myosin-V also produced a number of steps similar to the present study when the steps were measured by optical trapping nanometry without feedback\(^1\).

When the concentration of ATP was decreased to [ATP] = 1 µM, the displacements of M5IQ1rods also developed in a stepwise fashion as well (data not shown). The size of step (mean, 35 nm) was similar to that at 2 mM. The dwell time, however, increased to 1.7 s. At 1 µM ATP, the binding of ATP to an acto-M5IQ1rod complex would be a rate-limiting step. The second-order binding constant of ATP calculated as \(1/([\text{ATP}] \cdot \text{dwell time}) = 0.6 \text{ M}^{-1} \cdot \text{s}^{-1}\)  This value is consistent with the kinetic analyses for myosin-V with six IQ motifs\(^{13,15,16,23}\).

Figure 3 Records of displacements at a high ATP concentration of 2 mM. Typical records of the time courses of generation of displacements by single M5IQ1rods (a, right and left) and M5IQ6rods (b). Grey dots, raw data. Black line, data passed through a low-pass filter of 30-Hz bandwidth. Arrows indicate positions of steps. Insets in a and b are averaged traces of first steps (see text). c, Histogram of step size of a M5IQ1rod. In the backward direction, black and grey bars indicate the numbers of steps that developed against the force owing to the optically trapped bead and in the falling phase (passive steps), respectively (see text for detail). The large step sizes of >60 nm are probably due to two successive steps that took place rapidly within the temporal resolution (1.6 ms) of the measurement system (see the second step in a and right). d, Histogram of dwell times of steps of M5IQ1rod in the forward direction. Medium: 25 mM KCl, 5 mM MgCl\(_2\), 1 mM EGTA, 0.2 ng ml\(^{-1}\) calmodulin, 2 mM ATP and 20 mM HEPES (pH 7.8). The medium contained 4 µM phalloidin to stabilize actin filaments and an oxygen scavenger system to reduce photobleaching\(^17\). Trap stiffness, 0.02 pN nm\(^{-1}\). Temperature, 30 °C.
Thus the size, processivity, and velocity of steps of the M5IQ1 rods were essentially the same as those obtained for M5IQ6 rods and previously reported for intact myosin-V (ref. 1) fully equipped with six IQ motifs. The step size of myosin-V coincides with the actin helical pitch (36 nm) and its two heads span the actin helical pitch of actin filaments in electron micrographs. We also observed this in images of myosin-V equipped with an entire IQ domain (see Fig. 1c right). On the basis of these findings, a model was proposed for the processive movement of myosin-V in which myosin-V steps along the helical repeat of an actin filament by tilting the long neck domain of one head and leading the partner head to the neighbouring helical pitch. This model is consistent with the lever-arm model. However, the M5IQ1 rod cannot step processively in this way, because its neck domain is too short to span the actin helical pitch. In fact, electron microscopy revealed that most M5IQ1 rod molecules appeared to bind to an actin filament with either head and the heads of single molecules do not span the helical pitch (Fig. 1a right).

How can the M5IQ1 rod, with its short neck domain, develop such large and processive steps? Perhaps an M5IQ1 rod kicks the actin filament to bring the next binding site to it. This is, however, impossible because the inertia of the actin filament and heads is negligibly small. The two heads of the M5IQ1 rod are connected at the far ends of their neck domains, away from the actin-binding site, to a coiled-coil rod. Therefore, it is possible that if the coiled coil is untwisted, the two heads could span the helical pitch of an actin filament. However, this is unlikely to occur, because electron microscopy revealed that the two heads of an M5IQ1 rod, both in the presence and absence of actin filaments, were rigidly connected at their necks (Fig. 1a, lower left and lower right, respectively). Thus, the M5IQ1 rod does not appear to step along the helical repeats of an actin filament.

The most probable mechanism for the movement of the M5IQ1 rod is that the head continuously and rapidly slides along an actin filament to develop an overall large step. The rotation of actin within a step (10 ms) is less than 15 degrees, using the rotational stiffness of an actin filament and the rotational drag of beads. Therefore, the head of an M5IQ1 rod fixed on a glass surface would not interact continuously with one protofilament of a double-stranded helix of an actin filament. Consequently, to move continuously between the helical repeats, the M5IQ1 rod molecule needs to change the tracks from one protofilament to the other, at the cross-point of the helix. It is plausible that M5IQ1 rod has two heads, slides on the one actin protofilament with one of the two heads, and switches over to the other protofilament with the partner head at the cross-point. The fact that the step size coincides with the helical repeat (36 nm) may be because the sliding of one head of M5IQ1 rod on an actin protofilament pauses at the cross-point. The unidirectional movement of myosin heads along the actin helical pitch may be caused through a potential slope made along the helical pitch of an actin filament via its conformational change upon myosin binding.

Methods

Proteins

Actin and myosin rods were obtained from rabbit skeletal muscle and purified. Recombinant calmodulin from Xenopus oocytes was expressed in Esherichia coli as described.

Generation of the expression vectors for myosin-V constructs

Mouse myosin-V complementary DNA clones were supplied by N. Jenkins. A baculovirus transfer vector for mouse myosin-V variant pBlueback (Invitrogen) was produced as follows. A cDNA fragment (1–3,578) was excised with Nhel/KpnI digestion and in-frame ligated to a pBlueBackHis baculovirus transfer vector containing a hexahistidine tag sequence with a stop codon at the 5′ end of the KpnI site (M5IQ6 HMM). To obtain single headed myosin-V with one IQ motif, a KpnI site was created at nucleotide 2,392. The vector was digested with KpnI then self-ligated (M5IQ1S1). To produce M5IQ1 rod, a SpeI site was created at the 5′ end of the unique KpnI site of M5IQ1S1 and chicken smooth muscle myosin heavy-chain cDNA fragment (3,325–5,812) flanked with a SpeI and a KpnI site was inserted to SpeI/KpnI sites at the 5′ end of M5IQ1S1. To produce M5IQ6 rod, a SpeI site was created at nucleotide 2,770 of M5IQ6 HMM and the cDNA fragment encoding a smooth muscle myosin rod flanked with a SpeI and a KpnI site was inserted into the SpeI/KpnI site of M5IQ6 HMM. For all constructs, a SpeI site was mutated to restore the authentic amino acid residues.

Preparation of recombinant myosin-V

to express recombinant myosin-V, SP9 cells (about 1 × 10^6) were co-infected with two separate viruses expressing the myosin-V heavy chain and calmodulin, respectively, as previously described. No contamination of endogenous myosin-V was observed in an SDS–polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE) or in rotary-shadowed electron microscope observation of over 200 molecules.
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